
Senate Executive Committee Meeting 
Monday, August 3, 2020, 12:30 PM 
 
In attendance: Dinesh Pinisetty (Chair), Elizabeth McNie (Vice Chair AY 2020-2021), Keir 
Moorhead (Vice Chair AY 2019-2020]), Sarah Senk (Secretary), Matt Fairbanks, Christine Isakson, 
Wil Tsai, Frank Yip  
 
Absent: Steven Browne, Cynthia Trevisan 
 
 

I. Senate Executive Meeting Scheduling 
- General Education Committee and Curriculum Committee meetings have already 

been scheduled for the first Tuesday and second Tuesday of the month. 
- New Bylaws specify that General Senate Meetings will be third Thursday of the 

month. 
- Senate Executive Committee will meet on the first and second Thursday of the 

month, the third Tuesday of the month (48 hours before the General Meeting), and 
the fourth Thursday of the month. 

- Action items: Chair will report schedule to Provost. 
 

II. RTP Policy for AY 2020-2021 
- Committee discusses possible exceptions to normal RTP policy due to COVID-19 

pandemic.  
- Fairbanks spoke to CFA and reports that changes would need to go through Senate.  
- Fairbanks reviewed current RTP policy and noted some things that would benefit 

from specifics. No apparent need to change timelines or levels of review 
- CFA President raised issue with teaching evaluations. Even though we’ve had part of 

the summer prepare, changing modalities is a pretty big change. A lot of us are 
probably trying new things, some of which may not work. Given that (and the 
potentially restive student mood), we may want to consider a number of things: one 
option is to put boilerplate language on evaluations explaining to students the 
circumstances and to encourage faculty to talk about that in their self-studies; 
another option would be for individual faculty to ask that this semester’s evaluations 
not be used in their WPAF; we could give option of using or not using after they’ve 
seen them (it would be an all or nothing thing, you couldn’t cherry-pick the good 
ones). Fairbanks reports that Benton seemed open to this option, and it might 
alleviate some faculty concerns about teaching online this fall. Fairbanks reports that 
CFA doesn’t have a position but agrees we should at least have some policy in place 
for how to handle this semester. 

- CFA president also had some concerns about quantifying service. Service faculty 
have done in the past (eg. Margot Hanson’s workshops, eg. Maritime Film Festival) 
may not be implemented in this new reality. Do we encourage faculty to seek out 
other service opportunities? Do we note that some service opportunities are 
suspended during the pandemic due to circumstances?  

- CFA also raised some concerns about research, particularly for those who use 
student workers. Since there are less formal requirements regarding research and 
service, they’re a little more wishy-washy. There isn’t language like you must include 
X or Y. But it may be a good idea to include some language to let faculty know the 



university is considering the very specific circumstances. Maybe we include some 
general language like “Thou Shalt Consider the impact of COVID-19 on all three 
categories.” 

- Yip and Senk argue that we need to have the student evaluation data. Faculty should 
have every right to contextualize that, and the self-study can be an opportunity to 
contextualize that. Committee discusses additional concern that we’ve already had 
one semester of no teaching evaluations, which is technically in violation of the 
CBA. Tsai adds: how are we going to track if people opt in or out? Is that us? Is that 
HR? It’s a logistical nightmare.  

- Pinisetty agrees with Yip and Senk that opting out shouldn’t be an option, but faculty 
should have the opportunity to contextualize. Yip adds “I can’t imagine that a 
department wouldn’t be able to contextualize this. People seem to be worried about 
things being fair. But to my understanding the RTP process is fair, allows for 
contextualization and rebuttals, etc.” Pinisetty notes the bigger challenge is the 
evaluation process. What if there aren’t synchronous sessions to observe?  

- McNie agrees we should provide specific guidelines for reviewers.  
- Committee discusses potential problem with IBL department chair being the same 

person as School Dean: department chair's letter is optional. Yip adds there’s a 
prescription that “no one person can be in multiple levels of review” because of the 
substantial amount of weight that one individual’s decision would have. For example, 
if someone is on the Senate RTP committee, they can’t be on the department one. 
The same rules will apply. Pinisetty adds that the policy doesn’t allow the department 
chair to evaluate a class. It can be included as a supplementary thing, but if the 
faculty member says no, the chair does not write an evaluation. 

- Senk suggests making a separate evaluation form for online classes. Senk says she 
could see the questions that are already problematic on our current evals – the ones 
asking if the instructor is effective, or “explains things in a way I can understand” 
might be skewed online. Senk notes online course evaluations she’s seen at other 
schools are much more objective, they include things about the frequency of 
communication, the organization of the course materials, the sequencing of 
assignments, etc. Pinisetty notes that Aparna Sinha has proposed a revised set of 
course evaluation questions to help eliminate gender bias; we may want to coordinate 
and use this as an opportunity to improve our evaluations in general.  

- Senk adds: what would the mechanism be? If we don’t have Qualtrics by the end of 
fall semester, how will we do online student evaluations? We need to figure out a 
mechanism early this semester.  

- McNie suggests we move forward with two solutions: working on an evaluation 
specifically regarding online pedagogy and writing a statement for RTP committees 
regarding the review process and explaining that they should take into account the 
conditioning factors when reviewing candidates’ evaluations.  

- Pinisetty notes there is a separate issue with people on sabbatical going up for 
promotion but not teaching this fall due to sabbatical. But that’s a violation of CBA. 
Senk suggests one option might be to allow the RTP committee to review recorded 
materials from late Spring 2020; so if a faculty member is on leave this fall, the RTP 
committee member assigned to evaluate his/her class could review those recorded 
materials and that could count as an “observation.” Committee tables the issue for 
now, but it will need to be addressed.  



- Action item: Fairbanks will draft an RTP policy addendum and memo for use 
by faculty and departmental RTP committees.  

 
III. Departmental Appendix K updates 

- Former senate chair sent the approved Science and Math Appendix K to Provost 
Opp in August 2019. However, the document was never advanced to Cabinet. 

- Pinisetty sent the S&M Appendix K, along with the C&C Appendix K to Jennifer 
Hembree, who will forward to Cabinet. 

- Committee asks what Cabinet must approve Appendix K, or who, specifically on the 
Cabinet beyond the Provost/VP of Academic Affairs. Committee considers whether 
the VP of Finance and Advancement have the relevant expertise to evaluate a 
departmental RTP guidelines. Committee agrees it is inappropriate for Cabinet to 
give final approval; final approval should reside in Academic Affairs.  

- Action Items: Executive Committee will follow up with new Provost and 
President to discuss approval process and determine what does and does not 
need Cabinet approval. 

 
IV. Final Exam Policy 

- We must remind people that there is a small window scheduled for final exams. As in 
Spring, flexibility might be necessary this fall. If faculty want to create an alternative 
final exam, they should collaborate with department chairs as soon as possible.  

- Pinisetty reports that students have asked the Registrar whether it’s required to turn 
on their webcams while they take exams. Yip suggests learning the laws regarding 
this issue before creating a policy. Committee thinks it is best to leave it up to 
individual instructors. 

- Action Items: Senate Chair will communicate expectations to faculty in an 
email.  

 
V. Academic Integrity Statement 

- Pinisetty reports that Mike Strange shared with him Stanford’s Academic Integrity 
Code. Strange wrote that “As a student, I was always impressed with Stanford’s 
Honor Code.  It was created in 1921 by students and still is relevant today with very 
little modification. […] With COVID, they have provided supporting information 
for Instructors and Students.  I plan to include some of this in my syllabi. I thought 
it might be something Senate would like to look into creating a similar code for the 
new reality we face.” 

- Committee reviews Stanford’s Honor Code along with links Strange sent regarding 
remote teaching and the honor code. Committee agrees it is a good idea for Fall 
2020.  

- Action Items: Senk will draft adapted version this afternoon and send to 
Executive Committee for revisions.  

 
VI. IBL Department Chair Discussion 

- Senate Executive Committee received follow-up letter from Dr. Nipoli Kamdar 
concerning “President Cropper’s decision to reject the almost unanimous 
recommendation of IBL faculty and appoint the Dean of the School of Marine 
Transportation Logistics & Management (MTLM) concurrently as IBL Chair.” 



- As an outgoing Senate Exec member, Tsai was not CC’d on Kamdar’s email, and 
asks for a synopsis. Committee describes key points: 

o Kamdar noted that during a Zoom meeting on May 15, “President Cropper 
explained that his decision to appoint the Dean was driven by his desire to 
see the IBL department succeed and because he was troubled by: 1 Declining 
enrollment and retention in IBL, 2. Deep divisions in the department, and 3. 
The fact that faculty-candidates for the IBL Chair position lacked experience 
in enrollment and retention.” 

o Kamdar noted that at no time between October (when she submitted notice 
that she intended to resign) and the May meeting was the IBL department 
informed of any of these concerns; she noted that, accordingly, the 
explanation was surprising.  

 Regarding point 1 (declining enrollment and retention in IBL), 
Kamdar noted that after the May meeting, she reviewed from our 
own office of Institutional Research and found that total IBL 
enrollment increased 44.5% between Fall 2012 and Fall 2017, 
remained steady in 2018, and then only dropped in Fall 2019. She 
also noted that the President’s claim that “IBL had the worst 
retention rates on campus” was questionable. (She noted it was true 
in Fall 2017 but not in Fall 2018, the last year for which data is 
currently available.) She attributed the Fall 2016 retention rates to the 
fact that there was a 33% increase in the incoming class but no 
additional resources allocated to the department, which had the 
highest student-faculty ratio on campus. She noted that as tenure-
track faculty were added in 2017 and 2018, retention rates improved, 
and “in 2018, the IBL retention rate for first-time first-year students 
was 76% ---below MT and ET, tied with ME and higher than 
GSMA.”  

 Regarding point 2 (alleged divisions in the department), Kamdar 
noted the glowing IACBE review the department just received, which 
included “no action findings, no recommendations and 8 
recognitions (commendations).”  

 Regarding point 3 (the claim that both faculty-candidates for the 
chair role lacked experience in enrollment and retention). Kamdar 
notes that recruitment and enrollment “have not traditionally been 
Chair responsibilities at Cal Maritime; in fact, during discussions 
regarding the three-school model, it was repeatedly suggested that we 
needed three Deans to replace one Academic Dean because the 
Deans would bear additional responsibilities for outreach and 
fundraising to meet enrollment goals.” She noted that it is unclear 
“what Dean Maier could accomplish by assuming the Chair’s 
responsibilities that he could not accomplish as MTLM Dean, 
working in conjunction with the Chair of IBL” and added that the 
“logic behind diluting the Dean’s focus by also having him take on all 
IBL chair responsibilities is difficult to follow.”  

o Kamdar ended by stating two additional points: one regarding shared 
governance and the other regarding RTP: 



 Kamdar noted that “Unilateral decisions such as this one undermine 
confidence in the shared governance process, not just in IBL but 
throughout campus.” 

 Kamdar noted that “Placing the Dean into what would ordinarily be 
a faculty position is a centralization of power and responsibility that 
should not be taken lightly. The checks and balances in the 
Retention, Tenure, and Promotion (RTP) process are undermined by 
removing a layer of review previously controlled by faculty and 
placing it into the hands of an administrator who already administers 
another layer of review.” 

- Committee discusses Kamdar’s four requests with which she concluded the letter: 
that the academic senate 1) Take any reasonable actions, in accordance with guidance 
from the American Association of University Professors, that may help to assure that 
departmental recommendations for faculty and Chair positions be respected; 2) 
Establish written guidelines and protocols for Administration to follow when 
overriding a department’s recommendation for department-related matters; 3) Craft 
a revised department chair policy that clearly specifies the duties and responsibilities 
of the Department Chair; and 4) Work with Administration to lay out a clear strategy 
to return departmental governance to IBL faculty and appoint Dr. Tony Lewis, the 
6-1 winner of the vote for IBL Department Chair, into that position.  

- Yip notes that the first three recommendations can be achieved by creating a robust 
Department Chair policy and encouraging the Administration create those written 
guidelines and protocols for conservatorship.  

- Committee emphatically agrees with Kamdar and the AAUP guidelines that 
departments should be chaired by faculty members, and agrees to 1) prioritize the 
new Chair policy, making it the primary agenda item for the first General Senate 
meeting of the year, and 2) to draft a senate resolution using Kamdar’s letter as a 
guide.  

- Pinisetty says he would like to meet with the Provost to discuss the issue. Senk and 
McNie remind committee that according to the new bylaws the preferred mode of 
communication by senate is resolution, so that even if an informal agreement can be 
reached in an in-person meeting, we are obligated to communicate formally via 
resolution, too. Committee will write a resolution in accordance with the new bylaws 
but agrees that Pinisetty should meet with the new Provost to discuss the matter, and 
that the two actions are not mutually exclusive.   

- Committee discusses what should be included in the resolution: in addition to the 
things Kamdar requested in the conclusion to her letter, our resolution should ask 
for a documented plan for getting IBL out of conservatorship. (Resolution should 
also clarify how a department gets into conservatorship in the first place: what are 
the metrics? What are the criteria? Info should be vetted before claims are made.) We 
need to also ask for clarify regarding the specific variables for determining whether a 
department is in “disarray” or not. How will we get started? Senk, Isakson, 
Fairbanks, and Yip will work on draft this week and send to committee by the 
end of the day on Friday, August 7.  

 
VII. Additional Business 

- Chair thanks Keir Moorhead, Wil Tsai, and Steve Brown for Service on Senate Exec 



- Tsai asks if he should follow up with Julianne Tolsom about Qualtrics. Committee 
says “why not?”  

- Yip asks when this group can expect to meet with the new provost. Pinisetty reports 
that her Provost Council meets start August 17 but he can schedule a meeting with 
Seante Exec before that. Senk proposes we have a meeting next Monday in which we 
review the draft IBL resolution and invite Lori to ask us questions / have an 
informal discussion. 

- Action Items: Pinisetty will ask Jessica for provost’s availability and will 
tentatively schedule a meeting Monday, August 10 at 12:30. 

 
Meeting adjourned. 2 PM.  


